Ignite UI™ 2019.1 Service Release Notes

Create the best Web experiences in browsers and
devices with our user interface controls designed
expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3.
You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web
technology without the need for plug-ins or
extensions.

Installation
Download Ignite UI 2019.1 Service Release here.

Downloading

Release Notes
Work Item ID

Component

266531 Excel Engine

Product Impact

Bug Fix

GH1984

igCheckboxEditor

Bug Fix

GH2015

igCombo

Bug Fix

GH2016

igDateEditor

Bug Fix

GH2002

igDatePicker

Bug Fix

GH2048

igDateSource

Bug Fix

GH2007

igEditors

Bug Fix
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Description
When excel document is exported, using Infragistics Excel Engine, if selection in
the excel, with a name that begins with one of the following characters: '〇'
(U+3007), '〒' (U+3012) or '〓' (U+3013), then InvalidNamedReferenceName
exception is thrown.
If the default bootstrap4 theme is applied, the igCheckboxEditor checked icon is
not visible.
When scrolling a virtualized igCombo, with defined itemTemplate, the list is
barely scrolled.
If igDateEditor's input and display formats are set, using the following format
HH:mm:ss.fff, milliseconds date part is displayed as 0 and when editor is blurred
then the value of the milliseconds is also set to 0.
When using jQuery version 3.4.0 and when igDatePicker suppressKeyboard
option is enabled then control input does not lose focus when drop down is
expanded.
igDataSource class uses escape method to encodeUrl, which is deprecated and
uses % for encoding, which is not approved standard and support for it will be
dropped in further versions of .NET.
In igEditors implementation the jQuery's trim method is called with an extra
parameter, which is not necessary.

263285 igGrid

Bug Fix

266210 igGrid(Filtering)

Bug Fix
New
Functionality

267599 Knockout(igGrid)

GH1918

igPopover

266999 igSplitter
GH2033
igTree
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Bug Fix
Bug Fix
Bug Fix

258636 MVC Wrappers(Combo)

Bug Fix

267990 MVC Wrappers(Editors)

Bug Fix

267992 MVC Wrappers(Editors)
263258 MVC Wrappers(Grid)
265478 MVC Wrappers(Grid)

Bug Fix
Bug Fix
Bug Fix

267623 MVC Wrappers(Grid)

Bug Fix

267355 MVC Wrappers(HierarchicalGrid)

Bug Fix

268142 MVC Wrappers(Popover)

Bug Fix

Even there is a filter applied to the igGrid column, filter's tooltip displays “No
filer applied”.
If there is an igGrid column without filtering editor defined, it is not possible to
filter by any other of the grid columns.
When igGrid has defined Multi-row layouts in columns collection and igGrid
Knockout extension is used then exception is thrown in the browser console.
When igPopover is shown to the right and containment is set, while there isn't
enough space to the right for popover to fit, then popover shows bellow the
containment element instead showing over the input.
The igSplitter's panels that are on the right side become invisible when a
browser zoom level is changed in Chrome.
The `&lt;` character cannot be used in igTree node attribute.
When igCombo filtering type is remote then pasting a multi-byte character, like '
００００３', will not filter the combo.
When passing a string as property name in an Editors Wrappers then they don't
bind properly to the model.
In ASP.Net Core 3.1, tag helpers for NumericEditorFor, DatePickerFor, and
MaskEditorFor are not generating the model field name for the hidden input tag
associated with the control.
Grid tag helpers doesn't work with In ASP.Net Core 3.1.
Invoking GetData MVC method without http context is throwing an error.
When Grid edit-mode option is set using tag helpers then ArgumentException is
thrown on load.
When GridDataSourceAction is used in ASP.Net Core application, then
HierarchicalGrid cannot get remote data.
When initializing the Popover using wrappers for ASP.NET Core then
NullReferenceException is thrown.

